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Abstrat

We investigate the learnability of ertain sublasses of tree adjoining grammars (TAGs).

TAGs are based on two tree-tree operations, and generate strutures known as derived trees.

The orresponding strings form a mildly ontext-sensitive language. We prove that even

very onstrained sublasses of TAGs are not learnable from strutures (derived trees) or

strings, demonstrating that this type of problem is far from trivial.
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We also demonstrate

that a large (parameterized) family of lasses of TAGs is learnable from strings.

1. Introdution

The inreasing availability of annotated orpora (suh as the Penn Treebank) over the last

two deades has stimulated interest in extration of linguisti knowledge from suh resoures.

Although pragmati approahes to this problem have been moderately suessful, a lot ould

be gained by examining it from a more fundamental, theoreti perspetive. We show that

even very restrited lasses of TAGs are not learnable in this setting, and show that a known

learnability result for ertain graph grammars implies that a large parameterized family of

learnable lasses of TAGs exists.

Several variants of TAG are in use, and these are often presented in an informal fashion.

Sine we want to analyze learnability in a formal way (identi�ability in the limit), we will use

one partiular formal de�nition from Vijay-Shanker and Weir (1994), the expressive power

of whih is known exatly. It is also a somewhat restrited version, making negative results

more general.
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2. Negative results

2.1. TAGs with Empty String

Let yield(T ) be the funtion that yields the string obtained by ollating the leaves of derived

tree T . We slightly abuse notation by de�ning this funtion in the natural way over tree

languages and TAGs as well.

1. Less general versions of these negative results �rst appeared in Costa Florênio (2003).

2. It is restrited in the sense that it is (strongly) lexialized and does not use the substitution operation.

In lexialized TAG (LTAG), at least one terminal symbol (the anhor) appears at the frontier of all

initial and auxiliary trees, this restrits the weak expressive power to �nitely ambiguous TALs. The

substitution operation an be emulated with adjoining, provided that ε is allowed as leaf. A normal form

for TAG is also presented in the same paper, whih relies heavily on the use of ε.
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Consider the grammars Gn in Figure 1 and G∗ in Figure 2. It is lear that yield(Gn) =
a

i+1, 0 ≤ i ≤ n and yield(G∗) = a

+
. Thus for all i ∈ N, yield(Gi) ⊂ yield(Gi+1), whih

onstitutes an in�nite asending hain, and yield(G∗) = ∪i∈Nyield(Gi), whih onstitutes a

limit point for this lass. We thus obtain a non-learnability result for the ase Σ = {a, ε}, 1
inital tree and at most 2 auxiliary trees.
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Figure 1: Grammar Gn.

γ =
S

a

β =
S

S∗ a

Figure 2: Grammar G∗.

2.2. The lass of rigid TAGs is not learnable

Given existing learnability results for ategorial grammar (also a lexialized formalism) it

would be reasonable to expetat that analogous results an be obtained for LTAGs. A result

from Kanazawa (1998) states that the lass of rigid CGs, that is, the lass of grammars that

assign exatly one lexial entry to eah symbol in Σ, is learnable from strutures.

At �rst glane, there seem to be two natural options for de�ning rigidity for TAGs; any

s ∈ Σ ours at most one as leaf in elem(G
rigid

), or alternatively, any s ∈ Σ ours at most

one as leaf in init(G♭
rigid

). Note that the latter is more permissive than the former, i.e.,

L
rigid

⊂ L♭
rigid

.

Consider the set of grammars Gn de�ned in Figure 3. Any of the internal nodes of

initial tree γ allows for adjuntion with just the auxiliary tree β. Sine foot and header

of this tree are labeled NA, suh an adjuntion an only take plae one for every internal

node A, suh an adjuntion is not obligatory. Thus, for any grammar Gn, the number of

adjuntions i for any derivation is bounded by 0 ≤ i ≤ n. It is easy to see that this implies

yield(Gn) = ∪0≤i≤na
i
b, thus for all i ∈ N, yield(Gi) ⊂ yield(Gi+1), therefore this set of

grammars onstitutes an in�nite asending hain.

To show existene of a limit point we need a grammar G∗ suh that yield(G∗) = ∪i∈NGi.

Suh a grammar is shown in Figure 4, and di�ers from any Gn in that its one initial tree has

no internal nodes, and its single auxiliary tree β has no NA-restritions on its nodes. The

number of adjuntions in a derivation is unbounded, and any of these (optional) adjuntions

adds a symbol a as leaf of the derived tree, somewhere to the left of the rightmost leaf b.

Thus yield(G∗) = ∪i∈Na
i
b = ∪i∈Nyield(Gi), and is therefore a limit point for the lass.
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Figure 3: Grammar Gn with example derived tree for aab using grammar G4.

γ =
S

b
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a S∗ NA

S∗
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S NA

S∗

Figure 4: Grammar G∗. The derived tree from Figure 3 is generated by this grammar with

∇(∇(∇(γ, β, d), β, d′), α, d′′).

Thus, the lass of rigid grammars with |Σ| = 2, ε 6∈ Σ, |γ| = |β| = 1, allowing unary

and binary branhings, and allowing labeling with NA, has a limit point and is therefore

not (non-e�etively) learnable from strings. it is easy to see that we also obtain an in�nite

asending hain and a limit point for the derived tree languages, so it follows that this lass

of grammars also is not (non-e�etively) learnable from derived trees.

3. Positive result

In Costa Florênio (2009), it was shown that ertain restrited lasses of Hyperedge-

Replaement (HR) grammars are learnable from generated hypergraphs. It was shown that,

for every onstant k, the lass of all (hyper)graph languages generated by HR grammars

with k as an upper bound on the number of ourrenes of any of the terminal labels

3

in

the right hand sides has �nite elastiity and is thus learnable. It is easy to see that TAG

an be seen as a speial ase of HR grammar, and it is also obvious that every LTAG an

3. Note that, in HR grammars, these labels are applied to the edges instead of the nodes.
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be expressed as an HR grammar with at least one terminal label in the right hand side of

every rule.

We thus have that the lass of derived tree languages generated by k-valued, ε-free

LTAGs, without unary branhing or ontrol on adjuntion, has �nite elastiity. Sine these

languages are reursive, and this lass is r.e., it follows from a theorem from Wright (1989)

that this lass is identi�able in the limit from strutures.

Furthermore, a theorem from Kanazawa (1998) states that, given a lass M of languages

over Υ that has �nite elastiity, and given a �nite-valued relation R ⊆ Σ∗ × Υ∗
, L =

{R−1[M ] | M ∈ M} also has �nite elastiity. Given that, in the ase of ε-free LTAGs,

the relation between a string language and the derived tree languages that have it as yield

is �nite-valued for our lass (sine unary branhing is disallowed), �nite elastiity of the

orresponding lass of string languages follows immediately. Again, from Wright's theorem

it follows that this lass is identi�able in the limit from strings.

4. Conlusion

Our results indiate that, although lexialized formalisms tend to yield learnable lasses

when their desriptive omplexity is bounded in a suitable way, positive results do not

readily arry over from one formalism to the other. The inlusion of ε in the alphabet is

espeially problemati, sine it ompliates the relationship between a string and its possible

derivations.

The proof of our positive result implies the existene of an enumerative learning algo-

rithm, but given that suh algorithms are generally ine�ient, omplexity issues remain

open. Given our earlier omplexity results for learnable lasses of CG, we onjeture that

a learner with polynomial update time exists for the sublass of our learnable lass that is

subjet to the additional restrition of rigidity.
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